dSort 5
automatic visual inspection machine
for large o-rings, technical parts
and rigid frames
pieces

dimension

big o-ring
big tech. part
part with complex frames

30-180 mm width
50 - 600 mm length

surface

profile

control

control

dimensional

cut and breaks

control

control

To correctly define a defect, a defect must have at least 30 gray levels
of contrast compared to the non-defective area.

description

Automatic visual inspection machine for large o-rings,
technical parts and rigid frames.
The machine inspects surface, dimension, and height of
the parts.
Depending on client’s needs, loading and unloading
systems can be manual or automatic.
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layout

inspection machines

p iec e

dSort 5

type

elastomers, rigid materials

colour

all, non-trasparent

typical piece

big o-ring

dimension

big tech. part
234 cm

part with complex frames
clean, free of dust or particles that

characteristics

may alter the part’s profile

814 cm

30-180 mm width

size*

p er fo r ma n c e

vis ion

50 - 600 mm length
cross section/height

2.6 - 9 mm

resolution

0.049 mm/pixel

zoom

no

camera type

linear

max frame field*

200 mm (line)

camera resolution

4096 pixel/line

cycle time

up to 3600 pcs/hour

type of feeding

automatic/manual

type of machine

belt

noise level (for elastomers)

< 75 db

three phase power supply

230 – 480 v

max installed power

9 kw

average consumption

2.7 kw

compressed air consumption

500 nl/min

characteristics

statistic and
report

traceability of
production lots

remote
management

m.e.s.
compatible

customizable for
special projects

*customization is possible

standard configuration

options

- point to point laser
This system measures the thickness of the piece
- top view
surface inspection of the piece by a linear camera. The
illumination is a high-performance LED system.
- dimensional control
Dimensional control done by a linear camera. The
illumination is a high-performance LED system.

-
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Peripheral view stations module
Telecentric dimensional station
Packing systems
Metal detector

192 cm

